
Rear Glass Windshield Instructions Maverick X3                   

SKU: MA-X3-RR-GLS 

!!IMPORTANT!!  Read through instructions to become 

familiar with install before beginning. 

Windshield frame and glass should not contact any other 

accessories that may apply pressure during install or use! 

(Examples: Mirrors with thick clamps, intrusion bars, 

accessory clamps.) This type of contact could break glass 

and is not covered under warranty.                     

 

Step 1.  Place the clamps on the top back roll bar. 

 Flat side up, opening of the clamp pointed to 

 the back. (Circled in green in Picture) 

Step 2.  Lower the windshield into place from 

 above the machine. The windshield sits behind  

the top horizontal rear bar but in front of the  

lower rear bar. The trim on the sides can stick 

 to the cage and make it difficult to slide in.  

Step 3. Once in place insert the straps in the top slots from the rear of the 

 machine with the Velcro side facing up. Rout the straps back out the lower slot  

and underneath the cross tube on the frame.  The metal ring should be on the 

 back side (outside) of the windshield.  Loop the straps around and through the  

metal ring and pull tight.  Tighten the straps and make sure the windshield is 

 pulled towards the lower rear bar.   

Step 4.  After tightening the straps start each bolt into the top of the windshield 

with a flat washer and a lock washer on each.  When both are started tighten  

the bolts and check the straps to make sure they are still tight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

**Installation Hint** The edge seal bulb may not be pushed tight onto the frame in some areas because of shipping.  

Push seal on as tight as possible before installing.  Once installed the bulb will stay tight because of contact with the 

plastic parts on the X3.  

Included Hardware 

QTY           DESCRIPTION 

2 1/4” X 2.5” Bolts (Black SS) 

2 1/4” Flat Washers (Black SS) 

2 1/4” Lock Washers (Black SS) 

2 1.875” Billet Clamps (Black) 

2 1.5” X 12” Cinch Straps 


